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Retro
station

Old-school valves and wireless Bluetooth
combine in this hybrid amp. Ed Selley
checks out a thoroughly modern design

B

luetooth’s progression
from passable convenience
feature to genuinely
credible audible source has
been surprisingly rapid, and the audio
industry has been quick to capitalise
on it. Over the last few years we’ve
seen it crop up in some surprising
locations at a wide variety of price
points. We’ve also witnessed the arrival
of some companies whose primary
focus is making use of the format.
One example is Blue Aura, which has
put together an extensive range of
Bluetooth active speaker systems in a
variety of sizes – the x40 floorstander
proved sufficiently impressive to get a
recommended badge when we saw it
(HFC 397). Now it has branched out
into electronics and the results are a
little different to what’s come before.
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The v40 Blackline is the larger of two
hybrid valve amplifiers in its lineup
and is available in a choice of silver or
black finishes. The actual business of
adding gain is performed by a Class
A/B amplifier that produces a claimed
30W of power output, but there’s no
mention of whether this is at 4 or
8ohm impedances. The circular
housings at the rear contain a pair of
toroidal transformers – one for the
amplification section and one for the
inputs. This is connected to a preamp
section built around a pair of 12AU7/
ECC82 valves mounted in front at
either side of the chassis.
Additionally there’s a solitary 6e2
valve positioned at the centre of the
unit, but it is not part of the amplifier
circuit in the conventional sense. It is
intended to act as a volume indicator.

at the price. The chassis is a little wider
than a true half-width component with
useful grab handles at either end for
manoeuvrability. The valves don’t have
a full protective cage, but there’s a
clear acrylic screen to discourage
prying hands while showing off the
unit’s pleasing aesthetics.
Controls are limited to two rotary
knobs, one for volume and the other
for input selection. Volume indication
is more miss than hit as previously
mentioned, but input selection is
clearly indicated by a row of LEDs. A
remote control is supplied, but it’s such
a tiny device that it is more likely to
wind up stuck down the side of the
sofa than being used as a useful means
of controlling the amplifier.
Set up is simple. The analogue
connections are self explanatory and
the Bluetooth and USB ports work
exactly as described and have no
trouble working with both iOS and
Android devices. The quoted 30W
seems a little optimistic – even into a
pair of relatively sensitive Rega RX1
loudspeakers it doesn’t have huge
reserves of headroom – but there is
enough on tap to fill a typically sized
UK living room.

DETAILS
PRODUCT
Blue Aura
v40 Blackline
ORIGIN
UK/Taiwan
TYPE
Bluetooth DAC/
amplifier
WEIGHT
3.5kg
DIMENSIONS
(WxHxD)
264 x 148 x 215mm
FEATURES
l Quoted power
output: 30W Class
AB amplifier with
valve preamp
l Bluetooth with
aptX support
l 16/48kHz-capable
USB input
DISTRIBUTOR
Blue Aura
TELEPHONE
01480 477738
WEBSITE
blueaura.co.uk

It’s a nice touch, but the only catch
here is that the indicator doesn’t seem
to change accurately when the volume
is adjusted. Blue Aura informs us that
its effectiveness is dependent on input,
and acknowledges that results can be
somewhat variable. As there is no
other way of checking the volume
level, this may prove to be a little
unsatisfactory for some users.
As you might expect from a company
with a considerable interest in
Bluetooth, aptX is also supported to
offer near-CD sound quality from
connected devices. Additionally there’s
a micro USB connection that works in
driverless USB1 mode accepting
sampling rates up to 16-bit/48kHz and
there are two analogue inputs, one via
a 3.5mm mini-jack connection and the
other on conventional stereo RCAs.
A set of speaker terminals allows for
the connection of a pair of passive
speakers – Blue Aura has launched its
ps40 (£169) loudspeakers designed to
partner the v40 amp – and there is also
a subwoofer pre-out via a single RCA
socket to allow a little more low-end
support if required. While not directly
comparable to a conventional
solid-state integrated amp at the same
price, the v40 Blackline has enough
connectivity options to act as a flexible
hub in a decent starter system, and
covers the basics well.
Aesthetically, it’s an attractive piece
of kit and the unit itself is well finished
www.hifichoice.co.uk

HOW IT
COMPARES
The TAGA HTA-500B
reviewed in HFC 411
is similar in concept
and spec, but lacks
the USB input and
uses 6N2 valves in
the preamp section
instead of the pair of
ECC82s used in the
v40 Blackline. The
TAGA is £200
cheaper and feels a
little cruder than the
Blue Aura, but the
25W output is near
the 30W of the v40
Blackline and it still
looks fairly attractive.
In performance
terms both amps
are punchy and
engaging, but there
are some differences.
The TAGA never truly
manages to shake its
desire to have a really
good time even when
the music doesn’t
necessarily demand
it and can sound a
little lighter in the
bass. The Blue Aura
by contrast, provided
that the volume
levels are kept
reasonably high, has
better bass response
and a presentation
that is more nuanced
when the material
demands it.

Sound quality

Using an LG/Google Nexus 5
smartphone as a UPnP renderer
connected via Bluetooth, the way the
v40 Blackline goes about reproducing
Two Dancers by Wild Beasts is entirely
convincing. Hayden Thorpe’s falsetto
is reproduced with a sweetness and
tonal richness that is immediately
appealing. There is plenty of space in
the soundstage, but this doesn’t come
at the expense of the relationship
between the band.
Perhaps even more importantly,
there’s an irrepressible sense of fun to
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the way that it makes music. It sounds
consistently fast and lively and works
well with the equally energetic Regas
to excellent effect. The crunching riffs
and driving beats of Death in Vegas’
Aisha are delivered with head-nodding
momentum and there is a real sense of
attack to the way that it handles the
piece. If you don’t necessarily need this
energy – if you switch to the lovely but
considerably more languid Medicine by
Drew Holcombe And The Neighbours
– it still does a perfectly good job of
toning this vibrancy down without
ever sounding slow or dull.
At least it doesn’t provided that you
keep the volume levels reasonably
high. Drop the volume below a certain
point, however, and the presentation

time and it really excels with the ease
with which it handles a busy and
random evening on Tidal dipping in
and out of genres. At no stage does it
sound overmatched or confused, and it
manages to let good recordings shine
while flattering poorer ones.
Much of this stems from the balance
of the presentation that manages to
ensure a valve-like performance
without sounding soft or dull. Given
that the v40 (along with the smaller
v30) is Blue Aura’s first foray in this
category, the result is extremely well
judged. It’s also free from other
possible nasties like audible hum or
background hiss and other than a
discernible ‘thump’ when it’s powered
down, it’s as easy and straightforward
to use as a solid-state design.

The v40 lets good
recordings shine
while flattering
poorer ones

Conclusion

This is an interesting and appealing
hybrid amplifier at the price. The v40
Blackline is smartly built with a good
specification, and most importantly it
sounds musically entertaining. It does
have some minor operational niggles,
but none are so severe as to detract
from its satisfying and hugely
entertaining performance l

loses a considerable amount of low
extension and space. There is also a
sense that the onboard decoding is
good without ever being exceptional.
Substituting an AudioQuest DragonFly
Red (see page 113) into the stereo
input via RCA gives clearly superior
results to the onboard USB connection,
even when 16/44.1kHz files are used
in both cases. Bass extension improves
considerably and more fine detail is
effortlessly worked into the mix.
The fact that the v40 is fitted with
analogue inputs does at least mean
that skirting this minor issue is simple
enough and it is important to stress
that the performance of the Bluetooth
input is good enough to keep most
affordable plug-in devices honest. This
is an amplifier that is commendably
easy to listen to for long periods of
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LIKE: Lively and
entertaining
performance; style
DISLIKE: Volume
indicator; no hi-res
USB support
WE SAY: A flexible
amplifier that delivers a
consistently enjoyable
and lively performance
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6e2 valve showing
volume level

2

Loudspeaker
terminals

3

Subwoofer output

4

16/48kHz-capable
micro USB port

5

3.5mm aux
analogue input

6

RCA analogue
inputs
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